**Ready for life™ transfer and lifting aids**

The Ready for life™ transfer and lifting aids are clever and easy-to-use assistive devices for safe and easy transfers of users. They offer cost effective solutions to many challenging transfer situations. At the same time they spare the backs and shoulders of care personnel and prevent work related injuries which, in turn, achieves significant cost savings. The product category includes RoMedic’s classic manual Ready-products as well as a completely new mobile and collapsible patient lift. The transfer assistive products can be used either independently or as a complement to products in the System-RoMedic™ range.

**ReadyGlide**

ReadyGlide is a sliding board that has been designed to simplify transfers in a seated position, for example, between bed and wheelchair or between wheelchair and toilet.

**ReadySheet**

ReadySheet is a simple and versatile assistive device for application of lifting slings and for repositioning in one location, for example, for turning or moving the user higher up in bed.

**ReadyMove**

With ReadyMove, using minimal effort and without lifting, a caregiver can give a user safe and secure transfer and mobility support.

**ReadyBelt**

ReadyBelt is a belt that is designed to provide the user with support and help during mobility training and different transfer situations. For the caregiver, ReadyBelt offers an ideal means of supporting the user during mobility training or visits to the toilet.

**ReadyGrip**

ReadyGrip is a very easy-to-use assistive device that facilitates raising from a recumbent position to a seated position. ReadyGrip is intended for active patients who have arm strength and good torso stability.

**Carina350EM/EE**

A versatile and priceworthy solution for safe and easy lifting

Carina350 is a collapsible, mobile patient lift adapted for safe and easy lifting of users weighing up to 165 kg/350 lbs. Carina350 is available in two models, with manual and electrical base widening, respectively. Both models are sturdy, stable and safe and, at the same time, light-weight for steel lifts. Quite simply, Carina350 offers a unique combination of functionality, performance and quality in relation to price. Carina350 is delivered complete and ready to use and is equipped with a stable steel sling bar with reliable safety latches.
Ready for life™ – a new product series for improved quality of life for all

No one life is like the other. We all have different living conditions and during a lifetime, these conditions are constantly changing. Good and bad things happen to us all and, if we are lucky, we all get older, day by day.

Life, whatever it looks like, is a gift, not a given. And it should not just be about existing or surviving. Life should be lived. We don’t have to be young, healthy or even independent to live. But we do have to be ready, that is willing and able, for life.

Functional disabilities, whether they are permanent or temporary conditions, ideally should not get in the way of anyone’s ability to live a full and satisfactory life. The will comes from within, and when it comes to ability, Ready for life can improve the conditions by providing tools to better enable all people to live a fuller, more active life, every day of their lives.

Ready for life™ is a series of assistive devices that are designed to give users the best possible conditions for living an active life on a daily basis. The products have been specially developed to meet the conditions for home-care and institutional care settings. Ready for life™ offers the right quality, the right function and the right performance at the right price.

Ready for life™ transfer and lifting aids

The Ready for life™ transfer and lifting aids are clever and easy-to-use assistive devices for safe and easy transfers of users. They offer cost effective solutions to many challenging transfer situations. At the same time they spare the backs and shoulders of care personnel and prevent work related injuries which, in turn, achieves significant cost savings. The transfer assistive products can be used either independently or as a complement to products in the SystemRoMedic™ range.

Reda

All you need for safe and easy lifting of users weighing up to 230 kg/505 lbs

Reda is a safe and easy-to-use ceiling lift unit that combines new design with well-thought-out and proven construction and functionality. Reda can be used on all types of rails, both permanent rail systems and on portable, freestanding lift stands. Reda also functions equally well in all settings and in all types of rooms. It is very easy to operate, moves silently and gently and features many functions that maximize comfort and security for both the user and the caregiver. Reda is delivered complete with a sling bar and a new, uniquely user-friendly hand control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50100022</td>
<td>Reda, ceiling lift unit, with inrail charging, including sling bar and hand control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50100023</td>
<td>Reda, ceiling lift unit with sling bar and hand control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reda is delivered complete with a sling bar and a new, uniquely user-friendly hand control.